Examples illustrating ISBD Area 0

Example of audio CD

Music (Performed) : Audio
Content form: music
Content qualification: performed
Media type: audio

Example of book

Text : Unmediated
Content form: text
Media type: unmediated

Example of tactile map

Image (Cartographic ; Tactile) : Unmediated
Detailed road map of Guernsey. RNIB, 1999.
Content form: image
Content qualification: cartographic; tactile
Media type: unmediated

Example of sheet

Music (Notated) : Unmediated
Chopin, F. / Nocturne in E flat major, op. 9, no. 2. Paxton & Co., 1929.
Content form: music
Content qualification: notated
Media type: unmediated

Example of website

Text : Electronic
Wikipedia. Wikipedia Foundation, 2001-
Content form: dataset
Media type: electronic

Example of realia

Object : Unmediated
Mounted display collection of seashells
Content form: object
Media type: unmediated
Example of model and graphic  (a 3-dimensional model of a coffee bean and 2-dimensional card with a microfragrance-coated image of a coffee bean that can be scratched to produce the smell of coffee)

Object : Unmediated + Image (Olfactory) : Unmediated

The real bean!

Content form:          object
Media type:            unmediated
Content form:          image
Content qualification: olfactory
Media type:            Unmediated

Example of a resource comprised of multiple forms of content, and types of media


Cutting the changes : jazz improvisation via key centers
(Physical description: 64 p. of music ; 28 cm + 1 sound disc (digital ; 4 3/4 in.) + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Note: Accompanied by a play-along CD (including a rhythm section accompaniment) and a CD-ROM containing theory instruction, listening examples, a discography and printable accompaniment scores and parts for optional live rhythm section.
System requirements for accompanying CD-ROM: Windows or Macintosh computer running Adobe Reader 6.0 or greater and Quicktime 6.0 or greater.)

for printed music (i.e., 64 p. of music):

Content form:          music
Content qualification: notated
Media type:            unmediated

for play-along CD:

Content form:          music
Content qualification: performed
Media type:            audio

for computer-enabled CD (direct access computer disc)

Content form:          text
Content form:          music
Content qualification: notated
Content form:          music
Content qualification: performed
Media type:            electronic
Alternative (three of more forms of content and/or types of media):

Multiform : Multimedia
Cutting the changes : jazz improvisation via key centers